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Abstract 
 

The present paper reviews the areas where Augmented Reality (AR) has been used in Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) (Artificial Neu-

ral Networks). The focus on systems based on AR is largely on enhancing technologies in diverse application areas such as; defense, 

robotics, medical, manufacturing, education, entertainment, assisted driving, maintenance and mobile assistance. However, AR is now 

finding much usage in ANN. The research considered a review based methodology wherein most studies conducted in the past on AR 

and ANN were reviewed. AR with ANN has profound applications in various sectors and has been developed in an extended way but 

still has some distance to go afore industries, the military and the common public will receive it as a accustomed user interface. AR 

would modernize the way people animate and the way industries endeavor by effective utilization. There is an incredible potential in 

fields such as construction, art, architecture, repair and manufacturing with mediated reality and well-organized visualization through AR. 
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1. Introduction 

The spate of developments in the processing capacity of computers, innovative technologies pertaining to 3D and capable technologies 

for image processing have paved the way for real-time systems that have thorough capabilities for computing like the augmented reality 

(AR) system (ARS) that warrants the need for extensive input data from visual sensors and offers a level of user interaction that is re-

sponsive. The focus on systems based on AR is largely on enhancing technologies in diverse application areas such as; defense, robotics, 

medical, manufacturing, education, entertainment, assisted driving, maintenance and mobile assistance. However, AR is now finding 

much usage in artificial neural networks (ANN). AR simulation is one area where ANN is being extensively utilized. ANN is being used 

in AR simulation in order to classify electromyography (EMG) signals with a view to locate a movement that corresponds to it. The use 

of AR in ANN in several areas are now being widely explored and quick progression in mechanism, the use of AR towards in ANN will 

have profound applications.  

The objective of this paper is to ascertain and review the areas where AR has been used in ANN. This paper will review most studies 

conducted in the past with similar backgrounds or themes. At the outset, the paper will delve into the definitions of AR and ANN which 

would be followed by an extensive review of the usage of the two in tandem. 

2. Literature review 

2.1. Artificial neural network (ANN) 

A basic neural network (NN) is known to comprise of a multitude of basic processors that are connected and are collectively referred to 

as neurons where each neurons are known to generate a series of activations of real-value. Activation of input neurons are through sen-

sors that perceive the environment and at the same time activation of other neurons occur through weighted connections from neurons 

that were active earlier. The environment can be influenced by certain neurons when specific actions are triggered. To render the NN to 

project a specific behavior would require the need to find weights which is known as learning or credit assignment. A simple example 

would be driving a car. On the basis of the problem at hand and the manner in which neurons are connected, behavior of such kind would 

warrant a computational stage that is long. In such scenarios, each stage mostly in manners that are non-linear, would convert network 

activation in an aggregate manner.  

Though there is vast literature available that pertains to ANNs, there is a dearth of ANN definitions that present a clear-cut idea about the 

concept. Most of the definitions pertaining to ANN elucidate the concept by drawing reference mostly to figures rather than presenting 

explanations that are substantiated from a mathematical perspective. Definitions that are largely utilized within applications pertain to 

units of processing as is evidenced in [41] [28] [38] and algorithms for learning which are exemplified in [41] [28] [38] [64]. The defini-

tion of learning according to [41] [28] [38] states that information capture through an alteration in synaptic weights. At the same time, 

[41] [38] also state that during the process of learning it is possible for ANN to alter its own topology. A rather practical definition is 
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presented, which states that “ANNs are distributed, adaptive, generally nonlinear learning machines built from many different processing 

elements (PEs). Each PE receives connections from other PEs and/or itself. The interconnectivity defines the topology. The signals flow-

ing on the connections are scaled by adjustable parameters called weights, wij. The PEs sum all these contributions and produce an out-

put that is a nonlinear (static) function of the sum. The PEs' outputs become either system outputs or are sent to the same or other PEs.”  

2.2. Elements of ANN 

Much emphasis is laid down upon the algorithm of learning and the processing elements by [28][38][64]. It has been observed by Rojas 

(1996) since the mechanism for computing a biological neuron is yet to be fully understood the author prefers PE rather than opting to 

use an artificial neuron. Inspiration for PEs is drawn from the neurons that are known to exist in the nerve system of animals. Stimulus is 

obtained by real neurons which is then modified through synaptic weights and then amalgamate them following which an output with a 

singular response that is different from the combination is produced. Akin to this, three primary elements of PE were identified by [41]as 

a summing function for synaptic weight which joins input that matches the corresponding weight and a function for activation in order to 

generate an output. According to [28] the output generated by a PE is outlined as a function’s function where the process of summing is 

executed to join input, later a function of activation is utilized to compute the result. Likewise, it has been observed by that the four struc-

tures (axon, synapses, dendron and cell body) of a genetic neuron is responsible for moulding the slight structure that would be selected 

from models that are biologically derived[37]. 

2.3. Neural network architecture 

Several neural network architectures are known to be in existence. The variation amongst these architectures arise due to several reasons 

which would comprise of aspects related to the quantum of layers that are concealed, techniques for learning and functions of activation 

etc. The three most commonly utilized neural network architectures are as follows: - 

2.3.1. Feed forward neural networks (FFNN) 

Systems of FFNN permits only signal flow in a single direction which is from the input nodes, passing through concealed nodes and 

eventually reaching the output nodes. The feed forward neural network is devoid of any loops or feedback. Akin to other neural networks, 

networks of this kind have their perceptions organized as layers. It is imperative for a link to exist among the inner layer and the hidden 

layer where it is also necessary for the hidden layer to be linked with another output or hidden layers. Since the flow of information is 

‘feed forward’ between layers, this kind of network is termed as feed forward neural network.  

2.3.2. Feedback neural networks 

With the help of loops within the network, a feedback neural network permits signals to travel in both directions. The signals pertain to 

feedback which is known to traverse between layers. Also known as recurrent networks, such networks are said to have a dynamic char-

acteristic which means that they are able to continuously alter their state till such time that a satisfactory response is generated.  

2.3.3. Feed forward back propagation neural network 

This kind of network is made up of two algorithms pertaining to neural networks. ‘Feed forward’ as such indicates the technique which 

allows the network to identify a specific pattern whereas, ‘back propagation’ elucidates a procedure that provides training for the network. 

Simply said, ‘feed forward’ elucidates the manner in which neural networks works and remembers patterns [26]. 

Easy way to comply with the paper formatting requirements is to use this document as a template and simply type your text into it. 

3. Augmented reality system (ARS) 

Caudel and Mizell in 1992 were the ones who first utilized the term ‘augmented reality’ to draw reference to a see-through, heads-up 

display in combination with sensing for head position and systems that facilitated workplace registration [15]: “This technology is used 

to ‘augment’ the visual field of the user with information necessary in the performance of the current task, and therefore we refer to the 

technology as 'augmented reality' (AR).” A formal definition of the term AR was later provided by [50] to have the features mentioned 

herein (based on [6]: (a) the capability to join objects both virtual and real in an actual environment, (b) the capability that allows align-

ment among virtual and real objects in tandem, and (c) the capability that facilitates an interaction during process, that too in three ex-

tents and in real time. From this definition, it is said that AR is not restricted to any particular technology and is aptly backed up with 

additional definitions. For instance, according to [49] [5] it is possible to apply AR to every senses which would also include hearing, 

smell and touch. From a general perspective, AR is executed through a kind of anchor in the actual world to enable navigation in the AR 

system. Target images can be used to execute anchors. By linking target images and virtual images, the virtual objects can be oriented to 

match real world objects [61]. 

With regards to the taxonomy presented by Milgram pertaining to mixed virtual reality displays [61], the tenets of AR hangs somewhere 

amidst virtuality and reality. It is almost real as elements that are virtual is combined with an environment that is real. As opposed to that, 

there is an augmented virtuality which is also considered as a kind of mixed reality akin to AR, and is as similar to virtual reality as users 

get totally engrossed in environments which are simulated. The association with reality, virtuality and varied reality is well-defined by 

Milgram as the continuum of reality-virtuality [60].  

3.1. Tracking technologies 

Tracking techniques based on sensors like inertial, magnetic, acoustic, mechanical and/or optical sensor. Each of these comes with their 

own merits and demerits. For instance, sensors that are magnetic are light and possess a high update rate at the same time there is also a 

scope for distortion from metallic substances that is close by. A good review of sensor based tracking is presented.  

A huge number of techniques for tracking with computer vision can be split into two types viz., feature based and model based. The logic 

behind methods that are feature based lies on seeking a match amongst 2D image features and their frame coordinates for a 3D world. 
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The pose of the camera can be observed through a projection of 3D coordinates of the component within 2D image coordinates that have 

been observed while reducing the distance to its matching 2D features.  

Within certain applications for AR, the vision from computer on its own might not offer tracking solutions that are robust which resulted 

in the development of hybrid methods that conjoin diverse technologies for sensing. For instance, it was proposed by [4] that there was a 

need for tracking systems that help the development of AR systems that can function outdoors, which would be GPS based and would 

also include computer vision and inertial sensing.  

3.2. Display technology 

This type of displays exhibit a trait where they have the capacity to see beyond the medium of display into the real world that envelops 

the person observing it, thus helping to realize an extent of presence to the highest level and the supreme grade of ‘real space imaging’ 

[65]. Augmentation in display is largely realized with the use of mirrors that are utilized to superimpose graphics generated by computers 

with an optical medium directly to scenes in the real environment. Displays of this kind are considered as a technology that is mature in 

aviation systems for the military, which is mostly in the form of head mounted displays (HMDs) or panel mounted. Nonetheless, They 

are finding innovative applications when interposed with VR based technology, particular in environments like maintenance and manu-

facturing [15] [43] [61]. 

3.3. Development tools 

Tools for AR development can be applied across diverse platforms. Certain tools pertain to AR applications that are desktop based 

whereas others would refer to AR application in mobiles. Some tools for development enable tracking based on computer vision to de-

velop the AR application which is commonly supposed to be used indoors, at the same time sensors in mobile devices are deployed to 

develop applications for external usage [13].  

3.4. Input and interaction technology 

Taking into account the intricate association amongst an overlaid AR content and the real world, it is believed that there is a scope for 

creating an innovative AR interface metaphor by amalgamating the improved display potential of AR by physically manipulating tangi-

ble user interfaces. This type of amalgamation is termed as tangible AR [46].  

Interfaces of AR utilize a single input modality in order to interact with content that is virtual. Nonetheless, interfaces within tangible AR 

have certain restrictions, as such it only permits user interaction with observable virtual content. In order to circumvent such restrictions 

gesture and speech interactions within AR environments are being widely explored by [12]. 

3.5. Evaluation of AR system 

Evaluation of AR systems presents diverse challenges. Research pertaining to AR systems is still in its infancy hence the experience with 

diverse design factors are quite limited. Certain methods for evaluation refers to evaluation techniques that are traditional and evaluations 

based on guideline, expert and those that are based on users such as aloud method or heuristic evaluation (system usability), multimodal 

system output, after-effect, time (task completion time) accuracy (e.g. error rates), visual feedback, [27]. 

4. Application of ANN in AR 

A growing interest in AR applications has been witnessed of late to establish distinct settings for education. The paper presented by [18] 

presents a literature review on AR in educational settings where factors such as utility, benefits, traits and efficiency of AR in an educa-

tional context are considered. The key findings presented from the review give an in-depth insight into the existing status of research 

pertaining to AR. In addition, the paper also delves into the vision and trends pertaining to the scope for additional research and future 

for the application of AR.  

4.1. Gaming sector 

A collaborative handheld called Virtuoso that was based on an educational game was developed in 2006. Apart from AR version, the 

game likewise found application on a desktop PC in Macromedia flash as well as a paper based game that required no mechanism at all. 

The objective of the game was to segregate an array of artwork on the basis of their creation date within a timeline having three diverse 

circumstances which included; a PDA, a paper and a PC. The findings indicated that though the players were evaluated with the three 

diverse conditions, no substantial variation in educational outcomes was observed. A noteworthy fact that emerged was that more atten-

tion was accorded by players to the conditions with regards to the utilization of space and the number of players who chose PDA and 

paper versions of the game as it enabled mutual collaboration as compared to the PC version. Further, the players found it more satisfy-

ing and enjoyable to play the game on a PDA interface within the said three conditions.  

A studiers tube was introduced as a framework by [74] to develop an AR that was handheld. With this framework the authors were able 

to develop two different mobile AR games viz., ‘expedition schatzsuche’ and ‘medien welten’. The case study conducted on behalf of 

‘meiden welten’ was structured for a group of students from high school within the age bracket of 12 – 15. For ‘expedition schatzsuche’ 

all participants were presented with their individual handhelds to enable them to perform the game. The notion of the game was to solve 

a quest which was puzzle based and other tasks associated with exhibits. Interviews, data logging and observation was done to evaluate 

the outcomes and involved a total of 12 students all falling in the age group of 12 years who were known to utilize handheld devices to 

discover historical artifacts.  

4.2. Education 

Arvanitis et al. (2007) used a MAR technology based system was utilized to create the CONNECT project that offered support to stu-

dents to learn science in formal as well as informal learning environment. In this project students were expected to wear an HMD and 
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other learning platforms mediated with computers to help them in physical and intellectual interaction and visualization within a learning 

environment that related to materials for instructions. This was facilitated through a hands-on experimentation and reflection that was 

‘minds on’. Further, it also allowed students to assess the efficacy and usability of the CONNECT project.  

4.3. Training 

The paper presented by [81], offers an argument that an innovative manner to handle information was essential to effectively utilize AR 

for facilitating a training amongst operators to learn tasks that were new. The authors proposed an innovative approach to use dynamic 

information where information is modified automatically for individual operators and their progress in learning for improving efficiency 

within shorter learning durations. A rule-based skilled system that is aware of human cognition was executed to find out the content of 

information within the AR. The authors are of the opinion that by using this approach, it is possible for the operator to learn new tasks 

with more efficacy as compared to utilizing a common approach of static information content that was predetermined.  

A method that was suggested by [60] could be deployed in three diverse contexts. These contexts involve the use of a single camera 

which is supported with a two-camera setup by a sphere based on mirrors, gazing sphere and association of a two-camera setup with fish 

eye lens. The arrangements above mentioned warrant the need for extra hardware that has the potential to limit the capability of the AR 

application. A proposed a technique using mirror ball capture. The consistence of illumination by means of fish eye lens is a method 

accomplished by [44] which increases the requirement of special hardware. [33] recommends a method which had a related provision of 

having an accepted object in the operational environment. Another method in the literature is illumination assessment by means of a vid-

eo stream of color images and fractional 3D information engendered by a stereophonic camera [55]. The drawback of this tactic is the 

requirement of special hardware.  

5. Industrial maintenance 

In the past, researchers had proposed augmented reality interactive system with voice control and natural language to control the cranes. 

For instance, the study by [56] developed a prototype based on human machine speech based interfaces with augmented reality and arti-

ficial neural network. Various algorithms have been used for different stages such as RANSAC method, dot product of vectors, point 

feature histograms [42] [17] [40].  

6. Tracking technologies 

Forward neural network is a method for perceiving the steering light in an environment using a solo light source was introduced. Major 

design issues faced in this approach is designing the neural network, data set construction and selection of appropriate training model. On 

basis of the light effect generation, production of the neural network is done. In paper [52] the author developed the clothoid road model 

using laser camera, digital map and fuse measurements of a camera. Predicting distance from the ego-vehicle and the sensor’s range is 

reliant on the Sugeno-fuzzy system to determine the appropriate weighting for each of the different sensors. Ability to model cubic road 

curvatures is only through the clothoid model. Joining several clothoids together can exemplify complex curvature which is common in 

arbitrary rural roads. However, it would significantly increase the parameter space and is not demonstrated by the aforementioned meth-

od. In [25] sensor fusion system is not reliant on the digital map and the clothoid model. Sensor fusion system associates to the group of 

systems that records a routine map comprising landmarks and to confine the car later on using sensor data. Synchronizes from a DGPS 

sensor are recorded to landmarks extracted from frontward and regressive by detecting cameras and laser scanner of a tenancy grid. 

Those in the database the systematic GPS location is advanced by matching simultaneously removed landmarks. The design of a land-

mark database desires to be accomplished in progress though a procedure. The preservation of the database needs to be achieved on a 

systematic basis to eliminate landmark blunders such as building construction, etc.  

Using a convolutional neural network, road scene segmentation from solo images was described by [2]. The CNN is qualified on wide 

accessible manifest road scenes that are non-essential images from the application of the camera used. The CNN grouping is merged with 

the color intensity circulation from a ROI leading to overcome and permit adaptions to instant situations of the vehicle through a Bayesi-

an framework. Latest progresses of CNN classifiers display an extraordinary transferability features [62]. The input data among the sen-

sors is analogous, a CNN can be trained before on a vast dataset e.g. Image Net [24] or Cityscapes [21] and improved to the current sen-

sor with only segment of the data desirable to progress it from scrape. 

A context that combines a radar sensor, a digital map and a NIR camera sensor was described by [66]. Usage of particle filter achieves a 

long-term localization by combining a digital map and a radar grid map. By fusing the longitudinally by combination of the long-term 

recorded digital map is accomplished by precise lateral localization using an visual lane acknowledgment algorithm in the camera image. 

In the successive works introduced a Bayesian fusion system that accomplishes the last road course valuation. The clothoid is not a road 

course model but moderately lists of associated 2D point’s specimen the left and right borders of the lane in both the systems. The above-

mentioned methods rely on the lane pattern indicators for the assessment of an optical map.Based on intensity distribution thresh hold 

from camera images designated a road boundary estimator. The threshold intensity circulation is removed from a region of interest (ROI) 

on the converse perception plotted camera image. By using a Bayes filter removed road boundaries are traced over time. For grayscale 

night vision images, the thresholding method is failed though it is an efficient approach and simple for identifying road pixels in color 

images. 

Using the training decision trees, the road detection was performed by [30] by using a ground plane detection and a disparity features of a 

stereo camera. Several other handcrafter color and texture features to categorize super pixels divided by a watershed transform. This 

method intensely trusts on structures not available for grayscale NIR monocular camera images. 

7. Interaction 

A supervised machine learning based on quaternions allowing gaze estimation was proposed by [63] for foveated rendering in AR devic-

es. A categorization of the algorithm is based on the Ensemble Neural Networks (ENN) projected by[17] and the algorithm was pragmat-

ic Augmented Reality- Question answering System (AR-QAS) in mobile accessories. An interactive user interface was offered in AR-
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QAS which automatically replies according to the user queries. The trial results demonstrate a planned algorithm suggesting a huge accu-

racy on comparison by logistic regression method as well as the method of ANN.   

The Helping Hands remote improved reality system, wearable, transportable, hands-free, low price system included of two networked 

laptops, a head-mounted display damaged by the recipient and a display screen used tenuously by the instructor was developed by [59]. It 

found that Helping Hands system did not negotiation learning outcomes.  

8. Tracking 

Due to the complications in tracking general objects, using markers is a concession in AR for indirectly tracking purposes. Markers can 

be both passive or active, and they can track by traditional cameras, infrared cameras, or lasers. Viva paper uses passive markers, and 

HMD cameras monitor them. One of the earliest and most famous visual fiducial systems is ARTool Kit[46], which used a square tag 

comprising a wide black border with an image pattern inside the square. The four corners of the square are used to assesst the pose of the 

square, while the inner pattern is harmonized against a database of valid patterns for identification. ARToolKit’s template matching 

method however can suffer from high false positives [31]. Many later square-based fiducial systems practice binary codes to remedy the 

problem of inter tag confusion.  

An sample of a system that uses a binary coding scheme to correct bit errors and progress revealing robustness is ARTag [32]. AR-

Toolkit Plus [75] and Studierstube Tracker [57] are other related systems. Apriltag [67] enhances the earlier approaches by guaranteeing 

a minimum Hamming distance between a tag and its four rotations. Though, the algorithm for detecting quads that is every quad repre-

sents the black border around a tag candidate is computationally intensive for deriving image gradients, fitting segments, building lines, 

and searching quads. Our experimental result (see Table 2) displays that the frame rate is at 23fps on average running with a modern 

CPU, and thus not appropriate for our real-time detection requirement. The detector has a lower false negative rate, but a relatively high-

er false positive rate due to a huge number of quad-candidates. (Figure 5(a) in Section 3.3 compares various schemes). 

Another prevalent open source library used to track visual fiducial markers is ArUco [31]. The author emphasis on configurable marker 

generation and occlusion resolution. They practice a contour- based method to speed up quad detection for marker detection. On compar-

ison to the edge- based approach used in Apriltag [67], this method may prime to location error of quad corners, triggering virtual book 

jitter. The method is based on ArUco, and improvements are made to decrease the aforementioned error (details in Section 3). In addition 

to widely used square tags, other tag encoding schemes exist.  

Blob detection introduced by d-touch [22] is based on RectTIVision [8]. RUNE Tags [9] practice circular dot patterns to make up mark-

ers, but do not offer adequate correspondence points to achieve pose estimation. Since Vive paper relies on accurate pose estimation, 

employing square markers is our logical choice. There are still very problematic tasks to accomplish in real time while direct object 

tracking and marker less tracking may be desirable [58] by providing 3D models of the tracked objects [82] or by comforting to planar 

scenes [48]. The work by [20] uses preceding model constructions of the targeted objects as search candidates. 

SIFT feature monitored by a RANSAC based homography valuation to track planar targets uses Digilog books [48]. A deep learning 

approach to produce and decode pictorial markers, which are color descriptions with artistic stylization proposed by the work of [36]. 

The presence of these methods is more “human-friendly” than regular visual markers but suffers from being tremendously extremely 

computationally intensive [36][82]. Additionally, unavoidable object recognition mistakes can decrease tracking robustness [20][48]. The 

Aristo platform is designed to work with any object without prior model information and must support extremely reliable and efficient 

tracking. Therefore, the marker-based methodology is existing choice. [1] proposed a convolutional neural network to solve the detection 

issue in camera-based tracking for AR.  

9. Gesture recognition for tracking 

The first step of our gesture recognition algorithm is hand segmentation, which is been widely proposed in literature. To improve seg-

mentation accuracy different methods utilize different types of visual features and, in some cases, a combination of them (Rautaray & 

Agrawal, 2015). Textures, motion, skin color, shapes and anatomical models of the hand are some of the popular features. For instance, 

the study by [14] proposed ARAMIS, a novel interaction approach based on gesture. The authors used hybrid approach such as wearable, 

pervasive computing paradigm, brute force, fuzzy, ML methods, virtual, non-optical sensing technologies. Further the study by [29] pro-

posed 3D EMoSIFT feature for gesture recognition and authors developed the recognition stage in five steps especially with DTQ, 3D 

EMoSIFT, SOMP, and neural network classifier for recognition. [52] also proposed features for hand recognition using BRIEF, SIFT, 

HOG, and the Gabor filter response. Further various classifiers have been proposed such as adapted boosting classifier, hidden Markov 

model, support vector machine, and conditional random field to discriminate hand gestures.  

To produce a hand probability map [54] developed a pixel-to-pixel hand segmentation network by using a binary hand masks and raw 

images. Features with convolutional layers and maps them directly to a segmentation mask with a fully connected layer was extracted. 

The proposed CNN-based image alignment scheme [16] achieves greater performance compared to numerous state-of-the-art algorithms. 

Although CNN-based methods perform well, a trained model is typically very large, and most mobile strategies and wearable are re-

source-strained to compute fast enough to fulfill the real-time requirement of hand segmentation. To RGB images input images for hand 

segmentation are not imperfect. With the introduction of service depth cameras like Kinect, researchers can make use of the depth infor-

mation. A large blob detection performed by [59] in a depth range with median filter and depth normalization as post-processing.  

GPU-accelerated implementation proposed by [10] and [11] and formalize a multi-model hand-segmented grounded on haphazard forest 

and Kth-nearest neighbors. These are achieved by random forest-based methods and state-of-the-art performance, but they entail pixel-

level hand. To use deep information with random forest was proposed by [45] and add bilateral filtering and decision adjustment for hand 

segmentation. A random regression forest using depth context features was by [53] for randomly appraised pixels and fuse the infor-

mation from both color and depth. Two monochromatic IR cameras and three infrared LEDs was used by the [51] controller used to cap-

ture hand and finger motions in the commercial field. By using depth sensors, the problem of changes in brilliance can be moderately 

alleviated. For the current generation of depth sensors, the depth information still contains substantial noise. There are methods focusing 

on dealing with special backgrounds instead of learning features from the foreground.  

A pool of widely used local appearance features and global appearance features was examined by the work of [52]. The authors suggest 

that a sparse set of structures achieves the best performance, and global presence models are useful for adapting variations in illumination 

of hand. To deal with different illumination conditions Gabor filters, super pixel and histograms to perform hand segmentation and uti-
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lize a collection of random forests adopted by [7]. Further introduced a shape mask with structured forests to better utilize shape infor-

mation.   

Elderly Care: 

Study by [35] proposed augmented coaching ecosystem for non-obtrusive adaptive personalized elderly care. Authors have used machine 

learning, augmented reality and multimodal user interface, machine-to-machine interaction along with internet of things.  

Feature detection and Segmentation: 

In the [23] proposed a novel for image augmented reality using two axes in the process. In the detection part, a machine learning step is 

added, and the registration was done using a statistical appearance models and covariance matrices of dense image descriptions [23]. An 

arbitrary quadrangle-shaped panel as a background in the Visual Panel system and use dynamic background subtraction to segment hands 

out. [34] model the background of markers by a mixture of two Gaussian and compute a constriction mask by color segmentation. Use of 

a black and white background by [39] and [57] to compute a histogram for setting the threshold of division.  

10. Conclusion 

AR has developed an extended way but still has some distance to go afore industries, the military and the common public will receive it 

as a common and a familiar user interface. In everyday life through social acceptance, it would be conceivable for prevalent use of AR 

systems. AR technology can be introduced in schools to enable education at all stages like toddlers educating about shapes or college 

students picturing and understanding about different mechanisms or elements of a machine. It would be even simpler and more precise 

for navigation. AR would be extremely useful for personal reminders interpreted through and would accelerate communication. AR 

would modernize the way people animate and the way industries work by effective utilization. There is an incredible potential in fields 

such as construction, art, architecture, repair and manufacturing with mediated reality and well-organized visualization through AR. If 

AR has been oppressed fully it also has the possibility to facilitate the areas of simulation, education, training, military and medical ap-

plications. All the limitations must be overwhelmed in order to achieve this.  
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